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Carnival announces once in a lifetime opportunity to take part in Sydney and Brisbane talent quest to join global fleet:
 

Carnival Cruise Line knows that when it comes to entertainment, Aussies are a talented breed who always punch
above their weight, which is why this November entertainers with flair are being urged to attend auditions in Sydney
and Brisbane to join the Carnival family.

 
Global talent head-hunters will be in Sydney and Brisbane November 13, 15 and 17 to recruit hundreds of singers and
dancers for Carnival's Broadway style stage shows. From vintage pop singers to country duos, classical to
contemporary dancers, the opportunity to secure arguably one of the most fun jobs in the world awaits.

 
One of the biggest perks for performers across the 25 ship Carnival fleet, is the opportunity to travel to the most
beautiful destinations across the globe. From the exotic islands of the Caribbean, to the breathtakingly beautiful
scenery of Alaska, it's all on your doorstep when you are part of the Carnival Cruise Line crew.

 
Those selected will join the 135 Aussie entertainers already working for Carnival globally, waving the flag for
home-grown Australian talent. Entertainers such as Chantelle Mullin, a Sydney born dancer who has been working for
Carnival Cruise Line for the last 10 years across 12 different ships.

 
"My job is in a word, incredible! I am doing what I love whilst travelling the world and meeting new people. My life has
been enriched by the experience and being part of the Carnival family, so I would definitely encourage Aussie
performers to audition in Sydney or Brisbane," said Chantelle.

 
Carnival Cruise Line Casting & Booking Manager, John Guglielmetti, knows Australia is overflowing with talent, "At
Carnival Cruise Line we absolutely love hiring Australian talent.  We know that Aussies are not only talented and
hardworking, they also love to have fun, which is the perfect combination of attributes for anyone working onboard our
ships."

About Carnival Cruise Line:

 
Carnival Cruise Line is the largest cruise line in the world with more than four and a half million guests travelling every
year. The cruise line has two ships deployed in Australia, Carnival Spirit – the largest and newest cruise ship to be
based in Sydney year-round – and sister ship Carnival Legend, sailing from Sydney each summer. With 45 activities to
enjoy each day, both ships offer fun-loving families and couples memorable and great value holidays. 


